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Hi, my name is Rayna Kolodny and I am a chapter leader as well as on the international

board of leaders for CTeen.  This year, I was fortunate to have attended the 2023 CTeen

International Shabbaton, thank g-d.  The theme was “Meant2B” signifying that everything

happens on purpose and G-d is with every jewish individual throughout life.  My chapter (CTeen

West Suffolk County) was a smaller group with only four girls and two boys, yet we all became

very close instantaneously.  Through the laughs, emotional times, and learning new lessons, it

was amazing.

We drove to Crown Heights on Thursday night, taking around an hour and a half to get

there. Then, we unpacked our bags and headed to Ohelei Torah for registration.  Many CTeen

chapters divided up and went on a boat cruise watching the eye-opening view of New York

City’s skyline.  By staying at Ohelei Torah for a longer amount of time than other chapters did

because of the boat ride, this allowed me to be my “extroverted” self and meet old and new

teens.  I felt so at home again seeing familiar faces and leaders I met through virtual webinar

sessions.

Friday morning was breakfast at Ohelei Torah, Freedom towers, shopping, and getting

ready for a beautiful shabbat experience.  The freedom towers and 9/11 memorial were moving

and I got chills when seeing the various names of those individuals who died in such a tragic

event.  When going into the actual tower, the elevator accelerated and the graphic design inside

of it was creative.  I got a detailed view of New York City’s architectural structures and even saw

part of New Jersey!!  As we returned from our New York City excursion and walked around

Crown Heights before Shabbat, one of our teens got to put on tefillin for the first time.  I was and

still am very touched to have witnessed it and it made me even prouder to embrace my Judaism.

That night Shabbat began where I got to wind down from using technology and I turned my
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phone off for 26 hours!!  I had dinner with girls from all over the world and it was eclectic to

hear the accents from around the world!!

Saturday morning, my fellow leaders and I all had breakfast together.  Some leaders even

spoke and their words made an impact on me.  After the leaders breakfast, I was very fortunate

thank g-d, to be an emcee at “Teen Talks” along with a rebbetzin affiliated with CTeen Budapest.

We hosted our own “talk show.”  By being an emcee, it made me more comfortable speaking to a

crowd and was enjoyable introducing the teens who shared their personal stories.  Later, we had

a wonderful Shabbat meal with CTeen Woodcliff Lake and went to Ohelei Torah to meet more

teens.  Saturday night was one of my favorite parts, Havdalah and a concert with Benny

Freidman in Times Square!!!!!!  Uniting with thousands of teens from all over the world and

rejoicing in song is always one of the best feelings.  There is simply no other opportunity like

that.  I even saw some of my friends on the jumbo video screen dancing and singing!!  All of the

chapters ventured off and had dinner once Times Square was over.

Time went by very fast since Sunday morning arrived in the blink of an eye.  Chapters all

met at Carnesecca Arena at St. John’s for a brunch banquet and closing ceremony.  We all

enjoyed a phenomenal concert from Nissim Black and got to hear teens' stories from various

countries along with the famous “Rabbi Raps” (Rabbi Avrohom Rappaport) interviewing a

number of teens.  The male and female leaders of the year were announced which was exciting

and nerve wracking at the same time.  Once the ceremony was over, chapters watched and

learned about the Rebbe’s Ohel and wrote letters.  This was one of the most emotional parts for

me, hearing the Rebbe’s wise words and knowing that the Shabbaton was almost over.  The Ohel

is an extremely spiritual place and it enabled me to gather my thoughts and prayers to have them

answered.  The journey home for us wasn’t so long- around an hour this time with less traffic
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heading back to Long Island.  The car ride was practically silent-each of us were meditating and

reflecting on our Shabbaton experiences.

Leaving the Shabbaton, I have a myriad of takeaways and life-changing memories.

Through this year's theme, I learned the true meaning of “Meant2B.”  Looking back, I was and

still am so emotional that it is over but know that there are upcoming shabbatons (regional in

April 2023) and opportunities in the near future.  Each teen has a special neshama and something

inspiring to offer this world.  This Shabbaton has taught me to become prouder and embrace my

Judaism, add more songs to my Jewish playlist (which has 300 plus songs already), do more

mitzvot, and most importantly, work on myself as well as my relationship with G-d.


